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WITH THE CHALLENGES FACING THE HEALTH
CARE INDUSTRY TODAY
- increasing competition.
growing cynicism of man
aged care, and increasing
state and federal regulation our company's success depends
on the decisions employees make
each day. In a world where all things
remain the same, knowing how to do our
jobs - information - will suffice. However, in
a world of change, we need to understand why we do
the things we do and how our roles contribute to the performance of the company, how they affect the customer, how they affect the work
of our colleagues - and that requires perspective.
To determine how to best provide that, the Public Relations u Corporate
Communications Division researched what's effective communication and what
isn't. We've learned that we can enhance organizational effectiveness by commu
nicating in ways that are more open. insightful, accessible and interactive. Our
new programming speaks exactly to those issues. As we came into 1998, we intro
duced "A Closer Look" video program to provide a more indepth look at important
issues. such as Virtual Office, and facilitate discussion about them. In November,
we launched our Blue Views Intranet site, and we introduced Quick Connectionti,
filled with brief items of interest and published every other Friday. Pertipectiveti is
a quarterly publication that examines important corporate issues from the view
point of customers. employees and the corporation.
This issue features a story on our new president and CEO, Mike Cascone, as
well as a QuA with him. A companion article to that examines the importance of
Corporate Direction and of making certain our work supports the strategy it sets
forth. Finally, an article on how we develop public policy provides meaningful
insight as to how much we actually do consider the customer in our decision mak
ing. Also in this issue is a column that features employees with ideas to share on
important topics - for instance, the current subject is ways we can save money.
Earlier this column mentions that our new programming should share informa
tion in a way that is more interactive - and you're probably wondering how that
can occur in a print publication. Keep in mind that Penpectiveti is only part of the
overall communications program we call "Blue Views" and that we have expanded
and improved ways for you to give us your feedback. You can tell us what's on
your mind by voice at (904) 905-3047 or email (Blue Views) or fax (904) 905-6638.
Or, if you prefer, you can send us your letter to the editor (fax, email or inter
office mail - DCC 3-4).
We thank you for all the input you've given us regarding communications at
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. We hope you enjoy this issue of
Pertipectiveti and find it helpful. ;;
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an employee of a health care
company, you have a stake in kee
the health care market viable and
keeping private market competiti<
alive. And you are also a custome
purchaser of health care, so you h
an interest in keeping it affordabl
high quality."
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.in a world of

�e?t���:nd
why we do the things we
do and how our roles
contribute to the
performance of the
company, how they affect
the customer� how they
affect the work of our
colleagues - and that
requires perspective.

BCBSF supports health care reforms that:
• strongly promote efficiency in health care financing and delivery;
• enhance competition based on value (where value is the result of cost
and quality);
• promote access to affordable, quality care for all Americans;
• facilitate and reward personal responsibility for health care;
• minimize government involvement in managing the system and
emphasize responsible expenditure of public funds;
• promote continuous quality improvement in health care;
• improve health status of the population;
• be parsimonious - that is, represent the simplest solution to problems
and avoid adding unnecessary complexity to the system;
• do no harm - all proposals should be evaluated critically for potential
unintended consequences that could exacerbate the problems more
than solve them.

Story of the Week." Press releases detailing these stories are dist,

both legislators and news outlets, which have run stories about ti
paign and the success stories themselves.

In a climate where moviegoers cheer actress Helen Hunt's viii!
HMOs in "As Good As It Gets," and anti-managed care legislation

topic in Washington and Tallahassee, such public policy initiative:

cial - both for our satisfied managed care customers and the corr

Our public policy influencing activities are part of BCBSF's ove

to provide affordable, quality coverage to Floridians - efforts tha

era! forms. First, we're constantly striving to develop innovative 1

ucts and programs and improve our own internal processes in or<
improve quality of care and help hold down costs. Second, we fig
customers' interests in the public policy arena, seeking to mainta

choice of types of health plans, at a range of affordable prices an,
varying levels of quality management. And third, we support com

events that promote healthy lifestyles and greater personal respo

for our own health. All three approaches - developing innovativE
programs and processes; influencing public policy; and communit
ment - contribute to our customers' ability to obtain affordable,
health care coverage. ;;

ThreAs� s to

ordable Health Care

Our public policy
inUf uencins aclivilieti
are part ou BCBSF'ti
overall euuortti to
provide atuordable.
quality coverage to
Floridianti - etuortti
that take tievera/ tormti:

l.

We're contitantly titriving to
develop innovative new
product6 and program6 and
.
.
improve our own internal
proceMeti in order lo
improve quality ot care and
help hold down co6tti.

2

We tisht tor our cu6tomer6'
interetit6 in the public
policy arena, tieeking to
maintain a broad choice ot
typeti ot health p/anti. at a
ranse ot attordable priceti
and with varying levelti ot
quality management.
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We 6upport com
eventti that pror
healthy litetityle
sreater pertional
retipontiibility to
own health .
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Washington to explain key aspects of our position on various federal pro

posals, especially our concerns about the impact on the cost of health care

A

coverage for our customers.

Policy

sue.

been produced by the Public Relations & Corporate Communications divi

Some of the most innovative ways of delivering BCBSF's messages have

?

eaking. an iMue io a gap between
one expecto uo to do. and what
do. When re.rnlving an iMue
he legiolative or regulatory
a public policy iooue. There are
o currently between cuotomero
naged care indw,t,y, which
veo are beot reoolved through
d proceM improvemento that
our cuotomero · needo. Reoolving
ugh legiolative mandateo or com
niotratively cootly ruleo hampero
to innovate tor our cuotomero by
into how we do thingo today.

1ec

Marketing
Human Reoourceo
Actuarial
Governmental & Legiolative
Relationo (GLR)
Corporate Planning
Legal & Regulatory Abtairo
Health Care Serviceo
Public Pol.icy

sion's grassroots program, which was spawned in response to the Clinton

Administration's 1994 health care reform proposals. "We felt that, as a com

pany, we could only influence so much," says Susan Towler, director, Public

Relations. 'Would our customers. who would really be impacted by this
the opportunity?"

The answer has been a resounding yes. In the past the campaign has

arranged for our customers to speak, either over the phone or face-to-face,

with their state legislators. This year the primary focus has been on a letter

writing campaign, says Lisa York, manager, Constituent Relations. Customers

are systematically called to gauge their satisfaction with their coverage and
their willingness to write to their state and federal lawmakers. Those who

are amenable receive a follow-up packet of information that is helpful in
composing a letter.

responded with a letter to their legislators," says York. 'That's very, very

with MIKE

"No negative HMO legislation was passed in Tallahassee this year," says

passed and issues we opposed did not. The grassroots efforts to let our cus

tomers speak to their representatives about important coverage issues has

played a significant role in this success. At both the state and federal level,

getting key messages heard."

The letters also have proved to be a mother lode of posi.:ive HMO experi

ences. In an effort to counter the anti-HMO anecdotes, BCBSF has turned

Winter
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many of these stories of satisfied health consumers into our "HMO Success
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What tihould
employeeti bocuti
on when we
leave work?

Mike Hightower, vice president, GLR. "For the most part, issues we promoted

our company's grassroots work with customers has had a positive impact on

BRIGH
IDEAS
[mployeeti tihare

"Our early numbers indicate 30 percent of the people we contacted

good - both in terms of the response and the impact."

t1ves

l

It employeeti tocuti
on cutitomerti,
uality and coM,
wcceM will bollow

legislation, be interested in speaking out about this if we could give them

CORPORATE
DIRECTION

Our initiativeti are
crucial tor our
e-utitomerti ati well ati
our company

Published quarterly for the employees of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida by the Public Relations /j Corporate Communications Division.
All rights reserved. Thts publication may not be reproduced ,n whole or tn part without permission. Copyright 1998.
You are invited to share your comments by voice (904 '905-3047), fax (904/905-6638) or email (Blue Views).

In a climate where moviegoers chei

actress Helen Hunt's vilification of

HMOs in 1.1.As Good As It Gets," an

anti-managed care legislation is a ]
topic in Washington and Tallahass

public policy initiatives are crucial
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Ao one ou 7,300 BCBSF employeeo, you and
your co-workero can have a major impact on
health care reuorm developmento in
Tallahaooee and Waohington.
"Ao an employee ou a health care company,
you have a Make in keeping the health care
market viable and in keeping private market
competition alive." explaino LioaJork. manag
er, Conotituent Relationo. ''.And you are aloo a
cuotomer and purchaoer ou health care, oo you
have an intereot in keeping it auuordable and
high quality. "
Ao a reoult, communicating your viewo to
your otate and uederal legiolatoro can be eope
cially euuective.
To make it eaoy to do oa, oometime early
next year BCBSF will eotablioh a public-inulu
encing Web oite that will enable you to quickly
e-mail your legiolatoro. The oite will teature
iooueo ot importance to BCBSF and ito employ
eeo, and "talking pointo" - ouggeotiono tor
pointo to make about theoe iooueo. When you
plug in your addreoo and ZIP code, you will
automatically be linked to the email addreooeo
ot your Mate or uederal repreoentativeo.
While the talking pointo might help, it io
important to expreM your thoughto in your
own wordo. "We debinitely want our employeeo
and cuotomero to write their meooageo in their
own wordo," oayo Suoan Towler, director, Pu-blic
Relationo. "That'o the moot compelling way to
ohare your pooitive health care experienceo."
So look uor the new Web oite oection next
year. And pleaoe write.

both for our satisfied managed car
customers and the company itself.

Insurers. In these roles, she helps consolidate industry-wide positi

represents these positions, for example, before the National Assoc
Insurance Commissioners.

Another workgroup member, Vice President and BCBSF Chief M

Officer Dr. Dan Lestage, is a Florida delegate to the American Medi

Association and serves on a number of key committees at the statE
national level for medical issues.

Once the Public Policy Workgroup adopts a position, the Public

teams work with many business units throughout BCBSF in order tc

and coordinate compelling messages (backed by facts) that will gai

standing and support for our position. The audiences for these me!

range from the general public to state and federal lawmakers. The

also take many forms: advertising, including print, radio and TV sp,

paper editorial board visits and responses to questions from the m
direct contact with customers; and direct contacts with legislators

Tallahassee and Washington by the Governmental lJ Legislative Rel

(GLR) staff. Steven Smith and Jeff Wollitz of the GLR staff also take:

tage of BCBSF staff expertise to carry our customers' messages. "Le

appreciate hearing from knowledgeable people about issues that o

them," says Jeff Wollitz, GLR director. "BCBSF staff can have a very

impact on policymakers." Lestage recently testified before the Sem
Finance Committee of Congress to urge improvements to the

Medicare+Choice program for ensuring quality of care for beneficia
Fellow workgroup member Judy Discenza, vice president and chief

recently met with members of the Florida congressional delegatior
CONTTNU£D ON
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Public policy iMUe6
identitied by the6e
divi6ion6 are then
reviewed by the
Public Policy
Workgroup, which
compri6e6 13 6tatb
member6 trom
throughout the
company.

@

conduct6 exten6ive
re6earch on priority
iMue6, u6ing 60urce6
6uch a6 academic
literature, materiaL6
developed by trade
aMociation6 and
intere6t group6, and
the practice6 and
experience6 ot other
companie6.

The Public Policy atatj
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Workgroup adopt6 a
po6ition, the Public
Attair6 team6 work with
many bu6ineM unit6
throughout BCBSF in
order to develop and
coordinate compelling
meMage6 (backed by
tactc�) that will gain
under6tanding and
6upport tor our po6ition.
Once the Public Policy

BCBSF's public policy initiatives begin with the four divisions of Public

Affairs Group, which identify health care reform issues that deserve atten

O C U S on .

o�

In Florida, we represent
millions of customers.
We believe part of our
responsibility to those
customers is to make sure
that public policy :related
to their health
care needs does no harm
and actually improves
their situation. "
,c;

- MEUSSA. REHFIJS
VICE PRESIDENT. P U B LIC P OL I CY

health care reform debate, developed BCBSF's approach to health care

reform. The initial workgroup included CEO William Flaherty and other

senior executives. "That work set the company's principles for health care

reform which guide the positions we take on all health care issues," said

Rehfus, a member of the original group and leader of the workgroup today.
The workgroup meets at least eight times a year to set issue priorities, for

mulate BCBSF's public policies and initiatives, and communicate those poli
cies to their own departments and the company's senior leadership.

These policy positions are neither developed nor followed in a vacuum.

The Public Policy staff conducts extensive research on priority issues, using
sources such as academic literature, materials developed by trade associa

tions and interest groups, and the practices and experiences of other compa
nies. One of their most important resources is BCBSF's business expertise,

gained from staff around the company. "Our charge is to apply the compa
ny's business knowledge to key health-care issues," says Pamela Martin,

director, Public Policy. We work with people around the company to ensure

BCBSF provides comprehensive analysis and realistic solutions to health-care
system problems." Company staff often have connections with others in the

industry and serve as expert spokespersons for BCBSF's positions. For exam
ple, workgroup member Randy Kammer, vice president, Regulatory Affairs,

represents BCBSF on committees with several trade associations: the Blue

Cross and Blue Shield Association; the American Association of Health Plans,

which represents managed care plans; and the American Council of Life
ives
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BEING PRESIDENT AND GEO OF A MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR HEALTH CARE COMPANY is a choice position
I but not necessarily an enviable one. Consider the market pressures: man

aged care is under attack from state, federal and regulatory authorities as

well as public opinion; providers and physicians want higher fees while cus

Communications.

the company. The workgroup, formed in 1993 at the height of the national
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Public Relations £r Corporate Communications; and Advertising and Market

Public Policy Workgroup, which comprises 13 staff members from throughout

.
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tion. The divisions are Public Policy; Governmental and Legislative Relations;

Public policy issues identified by these divisions are then reviewed by the
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tomers want to pay less; and employee recruitment and retention are more

When pressed for the
company ·s top three
priorities, Mike Cascone
says that if al1
employees focus on
customers, quality and
cost - that is, delivering
quality service to the
customer at a cost the
customer is willing to pay
most other things will
fall into place. "

challenging than ever in an economy with the lowest unemployment rate in
years. Imagine you're the newly appointed CEO. Now quick! What is your
top priority for the company?

According to Mike Cascone, president and CEO of Blue Cross and Blue

Shield of Florida, it's tough to pick any one thing and call it the company's

top priority. To compete in today's highly dynamic marketplace, you have to
successfully manage multiple priorities. When pressed for the top three,

however, he says that if all employees focus on "customers, quality and cost

- that is, delivering quality service to the customer at a cost the customer is
Our new CEO speaks from more than 30 years of experience at BCBSF -

willing to pay - most other things will fall into place."

including marketing, communications, legal and legislative affairs, informa

tion systems, private business operations, government programs, health

maintenance organizations, and finance among others. This experience has

given him a multi-dimensional perspective of the company, the industry and
what it takes to win in the marketplace.

Having been part of developing BCBSF's corporate direction and strate

gies over the past several years, Cascone says he doesn't "see any signifi

cant changes coming. But, that's not to say we won't see some course cor

rections along the way." Cascone believes our current direction and strate

gies are sound, and "if we have improvements to make, it's more in our

ability to execute rather than find a strategy that's appropriate or one that

works." The changes Cascone seeks impact the effectiveness and speed of
our implementation.

'The magnitude and rate of change combined with the natural resistance
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''The magnitude and rate of change
combined with the natural resistance
people have to change is the greatest
challenge BCBSF faces today.

C h al l en ges
A H EAD

people have to change is the greatest challenge BCBSF faces today," acknowl
edges the CEO. As an industry, we've been very fortunate: We haven't had to
change too much; the indemnity insurance product had a 40-year life cycle.
"We've been spoiled, and I don't think we have the luxury of that going for
ward. We have to build the processes and the capabilities that will enable us

Looki ng a t the i nd utitry,
Ca6cone 6ee6 two dibber

to rapidly develop new products - products that will have a shorter life cycle."
And we have to continue to differentiate ourselves in the marketplace.

ent challenge6 ahead. One
:tP the need to develop

"We can do that by continually trying to have as broad a network as feasible

product6 that a re "price
ju6tibied" tor the cu6-

for our customers, which allows them more choice, and by focusing on the
quality of care people are getting," Cascone says. To do that, the company is

tomer. "Health care co6t6
have con tinued to
i ncrea6e. Ou r product6
have con ti n ued to
i ncrea6e in price. There i6

Additionally, as the scope of service expands, our managed care strategy
moves us toward taking greater accountability for ensuring that customers
receive excellent service not only in dealing directly with BCBSF, but also in

a limit, and I don 't think
the cutitomer i6 willing t o
continue to p ay i n crea6 -

the physician's office, the hospital and other health care facilities.
To manage that expanded accountability, Cascone says, we'll have to con
tinue to improve our external focus. "We have to design the programs we

i ngly more every year. So
lhe indu6lry ha6 to come
u p with a way ob provid

tomers, " he says. "Programs like Virtual Office give providers the capability

i ng a product the cu6tomer 6ee6 a6 price-ju6ti

to have as much information as they need to provide excellent service to our

bied, and I think tha t'6
going to be tough, " 6ay6

customers, right on the spot. Virtual Office extends the walls of our company
out into the provider setting."

use to interact with providers in a way that wil l help them serve our cus

try, we have to become a highly effective organization. Cascone believes that
" if every employee does their assignment to the highest degree possible, it
will all add up to an organization that is extremely effective." Employees
have an opportunity to both contribute to the organization and to achieve
personal growth. The key to success is for employees to ensure the work
assignments they have complement their personal goals and objectives.

ting the attention ob regu
lator6 a n d legi6latorti,
a n d they're getting all ob

Cascone says, "If the work fits the person, they can become a high per

the play in the public are

says Cascone.

former." However, sometimes personal growth comes from unexpected

Along the course of his career, Cascone experienced many notable stops.
When asked about - with the exception of being named president and CEO

by a tew poor example6.
The indu6try ha6 to ebbec
tively deal with that. "

tives
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allowed doctors to join any managed care physicians
network of their choosing. Our successful fforts

Floridians: It would reduce choice by 'taking nef-

Our eutort6 to

themoelve6 i n

rru���.ta..QU
ff�e1r our members reduced rates. In
1996, BCBSF again kept an any-wi in )re Florida's voters as a
- 1�

health care companies in gaining tJiee�rrE!-Rlo.r'
veto of a bill passed by the Legislature that
would have given patients a new way to sue
MOs. Gov. Chiles vetoed the bill because it would

directions. 'The best assignments in my career were ones I initially rejected,"

na6. So the image ob the
indu6try io being dictated

sp ec

fe l i ct J o ._

p u.bJ i f

our corporate direction and increase our competitive standing in the indus

lenging iMue tor our
itt du6 try i n the mind ob
BCBSF'6 CEO i6 image.
''There a re 60me people or
organization6 who a re
creating major p roblem6
bor cu6tomer6. Th ey 're get

per
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Employees play a key role in our current and future success. To achieve

Ca6cone.
The 6econd mo6t chal

6

I
posed fed�ral legislation. A1 optin
tion, tpe editorial also included ar
pleased HMO me

developing ways to monitor, measure and evaluate the quality of care.

- his most memorable experiences, Cascone quickly replies, "The best thing
in my career is the opportunity I've had to work with the people I get to
1998

already has an external review panel for solving
HMO member grievances which is a model for other
states. This year, a Florida Timeti-Union editorial in
st ("Do it right") spoke out against similar pro-

Cmceorly BCBSF i�1,1l�g workir
associations, Congre s and the He
Financing Administration (HCFA) c

for the new Medicare+Choice 1
BBA was designed to increase cho
beneficiari;;s'and add value fo
gram. If bt refined, the result wo
site - fe er choices and less value
proposed ru es c
management of health plans, resu
tially increased out;of-pocket cos1
ries and limiting choices to tightly
�I

calls from listeners wanting more
they could write to their state legi
A letter-writing campaign o
BCirSF--t:hi
ar about onerous
C
posals resulted in U. .
Bob Graham receiving a combined
1,000 letters from concerned BCB�
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£MPLOJ££S PLf\Y A KCY ROLC in our current and uuture 6UCce66. To achieve our corporate direction and increaoe our
competitive otanding in the induotry, we have to become a
highly euuective organization. Ca6cone believe6 that "iU every
employee doeo their aMignment to the higheot degree poMi
ble, it will all add up to an organization that i6 extremely
euuective. " £mployeeo have an opportunity to both con
tribute to the organization and to achieve per6onal growth.

The key to 6ucce66 i6 uor employeeo to en6ure the work
aMignment6 they have complement their per6onal goal6
and objectiveo. Caocone 6ay6, "JU the work Uito the peroon,
they can become a high peruormer. '' However, 6 o meti.me6
peroonal growth come6 urom unexpected directiono. ''The
beot aMign m e n t6 in my career were oneo I initially reject
ed, " oayo Ca6cone.

work with every day... The employees at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of

Florida are a much different class of employees than you run into in other

places. We're very fortunate."

Looking at the industry, Cascone sees two different challenges ahead.

One is the need to develop products that are "price-justified" for the cus

RECENTLY A REPORTER ASKED THE CEO OF A MAJOR COMPETITOR if he was concerned about proposed

P OUCY D Q!S;.

tlCBSF is dedicated to
providing our customers with
affordable solutions to their
health care needs. One way
we achieve that goal is to
promote pro-managed care
legislation, and to actively
oppose regulations and
legislation that would raise
costs and reduce access to
health care.

1es
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federal legislation that could negatively impact managed care plans.

"Whatever Congress passes," the CEO replied, "we'll comply with and pass

the costs along to our customers."

That viewpoint is definitely not shared by Blue Cross and Blue Shield of

Florida and our Public Policy Workgroup. The workgroup is the focal point of
a complex and sophisticated effort to influence federal and state legislators
and regulators, as well as public opinion, on behalf of our customers' best
interests.

As Public Policy Vice President Melissa Rehfus explains it, BCBSF is dedi

cated to providing our customers with affordable solutions to their health

care needs. One way we achieve that goal is to promote pro-managed care
legislation, and to actively oppose regulations and legislation that would

raise costs and reduce access to health care.

"In Florida, we represent millions of customers,'' says Rehfus. "We believe

part of our responsibility to those customers is to make sure that public poli

cy related to their health care needs does no harm, and actually improves

To gain insight into how
the president and CEO
feels about the company
and its 1nission, we asked
him io picture BCBSF as a
ship and provide us with I
its name and destination.
(;(;I would call us the
f
SS Peace o Mind and say
our destination should be
the minds and hearts of
our customers."

tomer. "Health care costs have continued to increase. Our products have

continued to increase in price. There is a limit, and I don't think the cus
tomer is willing to continue to pay increasingly more every year. So the

industry has to come up with a way of providing a product the customer sees
as price-justified, and I think that's going to be tough,'' says Cascone.

The second most challenging issue for our industry in the mind of BCBSF's

CEO is image. "There are some people or organizations who are creating

major problems for customers. They're getting the attention of regulators

and legislators, and they're getting all of the play in the public arenas. So the

image of the industry is being dictated by a few poor examples. The industry
has to effectively deal with that."

Hand-in-hand with that is how the general public reacts to the names and

labels we use to describe our products. Cascone says, "We've used terms like
'managed care' and 'gatekeeper' - which have very negative connotations to

the general public - to try to communicate value and quality and good. We'll
never get the general public to accept the positive things we do with those
negatively perceived labels. "

Opponents of managed care have been very effective "spin-doctors" in

communicating their activities - like the so-called Patient Protection Act,

which has very little to do with protecting the patient - in terms that bolster
public support. Cascone cautions, "We don't want to be deceptive or mislead

people, but we have to be more careful as an industry in how we name

things to ensure we communicate positive messages to the customer. And, I

don't think our industry has a history of being able to do that."

Image and public perception factor into BCBSF's and the industry's long

term success. To gain insight into how the president and CEO feels about the
company and its mission, we asked him to picture BCBSF as a ship and pro
vide us with its name and destination. In a thoughtful and heart-felt

zation: "I would call us the SS Peace ou Mind and say our destination should
response, he captured his commitment to being a customer-focused organi

be the minds and hearts of our customers." II

their situation."
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Q U ESTI O N :

Q U ESTI O N :

Q U ES T I O N :

Q U E ST I O N :

Are employee6 going
to 6ee any change6 in
Corporate Direction
now that you are
pre6ident a nd C£0?

How can employee6
be6t 6upport
Corporate Direction
and help BCBSF
achieve it6 6hort- and
Long-term goa L6 ?

What i6 the great
challenge �acing
BCBSF today?

How can BCBSF
di��erentiate it6eLt in
the marketplace?

Cascone: As the company has developed its corporate direction and
strategies over the past several years, I have been a part of that work, and I

don't see any significant changes coming. Our environment is dynamic so
there may be some course corrections along the way, but no significant
changes. We also have to continue to improve our effectiveness and speed
in implementing our strategies.

Cascone: For us to be a high performing organization, we need to have

high-performing individuals. If every employee does their assignment to the
highest degree possible, it will all add up to an organization that is extremely

effective. Every employee has an opportunity to both contribute to the orga
nization and to achieve their personal goals and objectives. Employees should
ensure the work assignments they have complement their personal goals and
objectives. If the work fits the person, they can become a high performer.

Cascone: Our greatest challenge is the magnitude and rate of change we
have to deal with combined with the natural resistance people have to

change. Historically, we haven't had to change too much. The indemnity
insurance product lasted from the 1940s to the 1980s - a 40-year lifecycle.
don't think we have the luxury of that going forward.

Cascone: We can continue to differentiate ourselves by providing our

customers with a lot of choice through as broad a network as feasible and by
providing excellent service. As the scope of service is changing and expand
ing to include where the actual services under our products are received -

physician's office, hospitals and other health care facilities - we have to
take accountability for ensuring that excellent service is delivered across the
board. We also can continue to focus on quality of care issues. To do that,
we have to monitor, measure and evaluate the quality of care.

Q U ESTI O N :

How do we achieve
and manage that
type ot expanded
accountability?

Cascone: We manage it by the way we design the programs we use to

interact with providers. Virtual Office moves us in that direction by putting
in the provider's office the capability to have as much information as they
need to provide our customers with excellent service on the spot.

ro isg h t

1

B U DDY GAZA L E H ,
S U P E RV I S O R , R E POG RAPH I C S :
One of the easiest ways to save the company money i s to utilize in
services, such as the printing department. Using our corporate print sh
could save a department approximately 30 percent on most printing nee
We provide quality work equal to or better than outside commercial comp
nies and better service. That's because we are dedicated to corporate n ds,
unlike commercial companies which must allocate equal time to each i
of ts
numerous customers. Commercial shops are in business to make mone; ; in
house services are out to save money.

R I C HARD G O N ZALEZ.

With budgets on

,,

PROV I D E R C O NTRACTI N G R E PR E S E NTAT I V E , N ETWO R K M A N AG E�
D E V E L O P M E NT, S G B U :
--With cost savings on everyone's mind, I recommend we work closely with
our providers and assist them in implementing programs that reduce medical
cost. Utilization reviews on high-cost providers may determine particular
procedures that are high in volume. It is here where we can work together
and discuss medical alternatives or flex certain operational procedures on
both ends, making the process more efficient and less costly.

S U SAN N O O RI G IA N ,

M E M B E R E D U CATO R , C G B U - EAST:
While I can certainly appreciate the need, in certain circumstances, to

call on the expertise of consulting firms, I feel there would be a great value
in tapping the experience and knowledge of our own resources, our employ
ees. It costs the company a lot of money to hire an outside source, when
sometimes insiders might be able to provide great insight before decisions
are made, with a lot less expense involved.

DIAN E WAS H I N GT O N ,

M A R KETI N G A N A LYST, D I R E CT M A R K ETS:
My recommendations to reduce costs are:
• Reduce unnecessary layers of management, especially where managers
report to managers;
• Eliminate the number of independent agencies and replace them with
BCBSF employees;

• Provide an on-site day care. This could help eliminate mothers calling in
sick when it's really their children that are ill and reduce the attendant
loss of productivity.

• Consolidate all facilities to reduce expenses, i.e., maintenance; and
• Decrease the number of costly departmental moves. ;;
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W h a t t h re e t hi n gs s h o ul d e m pl oy e e s fo cus on w h en t h ey wal k in t h e b uil di n g e a c h m orni n g ?
I would like employeet> to come in tocut>ed on cu6tomer6, quality and co6t - delivering quality t>ervice to the
cut>tomer at a co6t the cu6tomer it> willing to p ay. I think Lt everyone tocut>ed on that. mo6t other thingo would
tal l into place.
Carl Homer, vice president, Corporate Planning and Budgeting, says VO

is part of our strategy to grow and develop new capabilities, creating
win-win situations.

"VO should be something that allows the provider to save on his or her
expenses and allows us to serve our customers better," says Homer. "Our
whole strategy is built on the case that we must grow because if we don't,
others will take our place. Not enough of our people have yet fully realized
that it's a competitive environment out there."
Being the low-cost producer isn't enough anymore in today's crowded
marketplace. Instead, Homer adds, "It's quality of care and efficient use of
health-care resources. That's what we are trying to achieve. It may not mean
low cost. It means low cost for the value that is provided with more empha

Corporate Direction gives
employees the goals we are
trying to achieve and it
also lay s out a common
understanding of how we
are trying to get there.
Employees then can make
their individual, day -to
day decisions consistent
with that direction.

Q U ESTI O N :

sis on quality and therefore on value in terms of both quality and cost. That
is where we are trying to head. More and more, this is what we have to get

What i6 the mo6t tun
a6pect ot being
pre6ident and C£0?

sions as they carry out their work. I also try to get around and meet with
customers whenever the opportunity presents itself. Sometimes customers
take the opportunity to talk to me when I'm at church or just out in the com

people thinking about."
This represents a major transformation of our company, he adds, and it's
detailed in BCBSF's Corporate Direction. The details, says Burchett, hold more
than the company's success. They also hold the key to individual success.

"If you want to have future opportunity and be part of our success then
you need to know and understand what our corporate objectives are, what
our strategies are, and ask questions and be part of the process of improve
ment," says Burchett.
The move from being an insurance company to a managed-care company
and now toward a health-care company requires people to do those things
that they've never done before, says Grantham. Successfully achieving the
transformation takes two-way communication and genuine dialogue at all
levels so employees can understand the changes and relate them to their

munity, and I enj oy that, too.

Q U E ST I O N :

Are you going to try to
be more vi6ible out in
the organization ?

own experiences and jobs.
"What we have been about as a company is processing a lot of transac

tions to pay for people's health care," says Grantham. "What we are going to
be about in the future is care management - being involved in our members
getting health care and the decisions being made around that health care.
We have to be in a position and a relationship with the care deliverers in
which we can influence the delivery of that care."
As Cascone explains it, our managed care strategy is moving us toward
greater accountability for the service our customers receive - in the doc

tor's office, the hospital and other health care facilities as well as in direct
dealings with BCBSF. We can differentiate ourselves, he says, by focusing on
the care people are receiving. And, Grantham adds, by understanding the
extent of our accountability.
"Our employees will play a key role in helping our members with their
medical experiences," Grantham says. "It's not just paying for their claim. In
the future, we are going to have to be an integral part of the experience and

Cascone: I have the most fun when I get to interact with employees and

customers. I enjoy talking with employees and responding to their questions.
It's serious, but it's still fun. And hopefully it helps them make better deci

Q U E ST I O N :

Q U E ST I O N :

What three thing6 do
you want employee6
to be tocu6ed on
when they walk in
the building each
morning?
What three thing6
6hould employee6
bocu6 on when they
leave the building
each evening?

Cascone: Yes. When the SLT relocated to the Deerwood Campus, we

made a very specific commitment that all of us would be more visible in the
organization. That means getting out more, not just to talk to groups of
employees, but to be seen as well. One thing I've done is to make a special
effort to eat in the cafeteria every couple of weeks. One of the reasons sev
eral members of the SLT did not locate on the 8th floor of Building 100 is
because of our commitment to be more visible out in the organization. I also
want to get out to the field offices periodically - not on a regular, scheduled
basis but when my being there would be helpful and supportive.

Cascone: We have to be focused on many priorities to be successful.
However, if I had to narrow it down to three, I would like employees to

come in focused on customers, quality and cost - delivering quality service
to the customer at a cost the customer is willing to pay. I think if everyone
focused on that, most other things would fall into place.

Cascone: I would prefer they focus on family, community and them
selves. I'm not saying that overtime is never appropriate - when you get in
a crunch, everybody puts their shoulder to the wheel and works harder but I think we're only going to be successful if our employees have an
opportunity to have a complete life. ;;

have a relationship with the customer. The whole thing is about the cus
tomer relationship. Very key to that is changing the relationship that we

have with the providers - the physicians and the hospitals."
Our ability to manage relationships will determine the future, according

to Grantham.

"If we can't manage the customer relationship, we won't have cus
tomers," explains Grantham. "All of us are medical patients ourselves. Think

about going through the experience of a medical event. What do you want
as a good outcome? What did you experience today vs. what you want to
experience in the future? That's the best way to explain what we want to be
in the future." ;;
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W h a t t hre e t hi n gs s h o ul d empl oy e e s fo cus o n w h en t h ey l eave t h e b uil di n g e a c h eveni n g ?
I would preter they tocut> on tamily, community and themoelveo. I think we 're only going to be oucceMtul it
our employeet> h ave an opportunity to have a complete Ute.
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TO DEFINE WHO WE ARE !AS A COMPANY, where
we're going and how we
hope to get there - you
need not look any further
than Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida's Corporate
Direction.
An in-depth document most
employees received earlier this
year, Corporate Direction is the
road map that charts BCBSF's chang
ing course and future direction. Our
leadership team values employee understanding of it as imperative to success.
President and CEO Mike Cascone says our
Corporate Direction helps us adjust our focus and
improve our ability to execute strategy effectively and efficiently. His leadership team agrees, adding that employees need to be familiar
with the document.
"If you're truly committed to BCBSF and want to be part of a successful
company, you owe it to yourself and to your company to read the Corporate
Direction and understand it," says Pete Burchett, senior vice president,
.., Central Geographic Business Unit (GBU).
Ernie Brodsky, senior vice president, North GBU, concurs: "It paints a
clear picture of who we are, what our values are, what we are about and
- .HAROLD (GENE) RUTHERFORD where we are going."
DIRECTO R, STRATEG I C PLANNING
According to Harold (Gene) Rutherford, director, Strategic Planning,
Corporate Direction lays out BCBSF's corporate purpose, vision statement,
values and beliefs, management philosophy, corporate objectives and goals,
and strategies to help achieve those goals.
"Our Corporate Direction and the thinking behind it is what helps us to
remain competitive over the long haul. So it's important for the people in
our company because it's important to the success of our company," says
Rutherford.
Corporate Direction gives employees the goals we are trying to achieve and
it also lays out a common understanding of how we are trying to get there.
Employees then can make their individual, day-to-day decisions consistent
with that direction, he says. That's a view shared by company leadership.
"Each employee has to do his part if we are going to survive and flourish
long-term as a company, " says Burchett.
After all, turning the objectives of Corporate Direction into reality
involves every employee, says Joe Grantham, senior vice president,
Corporate Strategy. The direction drives the strategy, which drives the tacti
cal implementation - or the work we do.

� our Corporate Direction

and the thinking behind it

is what helps us to remain

competitive over the long

haul. So it's in1portant

for the p eople in our
company because it "'s

important to the success of
our company.
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Key examples of current work that supports our
Corporate Direction include:
Contract initiatives to negotiate a win-win
relationship for select providers: This compo
nent of our managed-care strategy calls for develop
ing changing relationships with our physicians that
are not just price-based, but also depend on the
quality of the work they are doing, says Bruce
Davidson, senior vice president, South GBU. In south
Dade County, GBU staff are negotiating with an O8GYN provider group that has a near monopoly. The
practice wants to raise its prices, but BCBSF says it's
willing to pay higher prices only if the group can
demonstrate it's providing superior value for its
work. Similar situations exist in all three GBUs.
Burchett says BCBSF is working with providers to
negotiate situations that are good for them and good
for us, but at the same time, we're pushing hard to
reduce our medical and administrative costs.
Medical cost management initiatives: We are
critically evaluating each element of our involve
ment in the access to care delivery to our members,
says Brodsky. Our goal is to increase efficiencies and
economies while maintaining the quality of care.
Virtual Office (VO): This capability helps
providers give our customers excellent service by
providing needed information from BCBSF "on the
spot," says Cascone. "VO extends the walls of our
company out into the provider setting "
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TO DEFINE WHO WE ARE IAS A COMPANY, where
we're going and how we
hope to get there - you
need not look any further
than Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Florida's Corporate
Direction.
An in-depth document most
employees received earlier this
year, Corporate Direction is the
road map that charts BCBSF's changing course and future direction. Our
leadership team values employee under
standing of it as imperative to success.
President and CEO Mike Cascone says our
Corporate Direction helps us adjust our focus and
improve our ability to execute strategy effectively and efficiently. His leadership team agrees, adding that employees need to be familiar
with the document.
"If you're truly committed to BCBSF and want to be part of a successful
company, you owe it to yourself and to your company to read the Corporate
Direction and understand it," says Pete Burchett, senior vice president,
Central Geographic Business Unit (GBU).
Ernie Brodsky, senior vice president, North GBU, concurs: "It paints a
clear picture of who we are, what our values are, what we are about and
- HAROlD (GENE) RUTHERF ORD where we are going."
DIRECTOR, S TRATEG I C PLANNING
According to Harold (Gene) Rutherford, director, Strategic Planning,
Corporate Direction lays out BCBSF's corporate purpose, vision statement,
values and beliefs, management philosophy, corporate objectives and goals,
and strategies to help achieve those goals.
"Our Corporate Direction and the thinking behind it is what helps us to
remain competitive over the long haul. So it's important for the people in
our company because it's important to the success of our company," says
Rutherford.
Corporate Direction gives employees the goals we are trying to achieve and
it also lays out a common understanding of how we are trying to get there.
Employees then can make their individual, day-to-day decisions consistent
with that direction, he says. That's a view shared by company leadership.
"Each employee has to do his part if we are going to survive and flourish
long-term as a company," says Burchett.
After all, turning the objectives of Corporate Direction into reality
involves every employee, says Joe Grantham, senior vice president,
Corporate Strategy. The direction drives the strategy, which drives the tacti
cal implementation - or the work we do.

'' Our Corporate Direction
and the thinking behind it
is what helps us to remain
competitive over ihe long
haul. So it's important
for the people in our
company because it s
important to the success of
our co1npany. .,,
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Key examples of current work that supports our
Corporate Direction include:
Contract initiatives to negotiate a win-win
relationship for select providers: This compo
nent of our managed-care strategy calls for develop
ing changing relationships with our physicians that
are not just price-based, but also depend on the
quality of the work they are doing, says Bruce
Davidson, senior vice president, South GBU. In south
Dade County, GBU staff are negotiating with an OB
GYN provider group that has a near monopoly. The
practice wants to raise its prices, but BCBSF says it's
willing to pay higher prices only if the group can
demonstrate it's providing superior value for its
work. Similar situations exist in all three GBUs.
Burchett says BCBSF is working with providers to
negotiate situations that are good for them and good
for us, but at the same time, we're pushing hard to
reduce our medical and administrative costs.
Medical cost management initiatives: We are
critically evaluating each element of our involve
ment in the access to care delivery to our members,
says Brodsky. Our goal is to increase efficiencies and
economies while maintaining the quality of care.
Virtual Office (VO): This capability helps
providers give our customers excellent service by
providing needed information from BCBSF "on the
spot," says Cascone. "VO extends the walls of our
company out into the provider setting."
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W h a t t h re e t hi n gs s h o ul d empl oy ees fo cus on w h en t h ey wal k i n t h e b uil di n g e,
I would like employeeo to com e in tocuoed on cw,tomero, quality and coot - deliveri ng quality o<
cuotomer at a coot the cuotomer io willing to pay. I think it everyone tocuoed on that, moot othe1
tal l into place.

Corporate Direction gives
employees the goals we are
trying to achieve and it
also lays out a common
understanding of how we
are trying to get there.
Employees then can make
their individual, day-to
day decisions consistent
with that direction.
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Carl Homer, vice president, Corporate Planning and Budgeting, says VO
is part of our strategy to grow and develop new capabilities, creating
win-win situations.
"VO should be something that allows the provider to save on his or her
expenses and allows us to serve our customers better, " says Homer. "Our
whole strategy is built on the case that we must grow because if we don't,
others will take our place. Not enough of our people have yet fully realized
that it's a competitive environment out there."
Being the low-cost producer isn't enough anymore in today's crowded
marketplace. Instead, Homer adds, "It's qual ity of care and efficient use of
health-care resources. That's what we are trying to achieve. It may not mean
low cost. It means low cost for the value that is provided with more empha
sis on quality and therefore on value in terms of both quality and cost. That
is where we are trying to head. More and more, this is what we have to get
people thinking about. "
This represents a major transformation of our company, he adds, and it's
detailed in BCBSF's Corporate Direction. The details, says Burchett, hold more
than the company's success. They also hold the key to individual success.
" I f you want to have future opportunity and be part of our success then
you need to know and understand what our corporate objectives are, what
our strategies are, and ask questions and be part of the process of improve
ment, " says Burchett.
The move from being an insurance company to a managed-care company
and now toward a health-care company requires people to do those things
that they've never done before, says Grantham. Successfully achieving the
transformation takes two-way communication and genuine dialogue at all
levels so employees can understand the changes and relate them to their
own experiences and jobs.
"What we have been about as a company is processing a lot of transac
tions to pay for people's health care," says Grantham. "What we are going to
be about in the future is care management - being involved in our members
getting health care and the decisions being made around that health care.
We have to be in a position and a relationship with the care deliverers in
which we c a n influence the delivery of that care."
As Cascone explains it, our managed care strategy is moving us toward
greater accountabi lity for the service our customers receive - in the doc
tor's office, the hospital and other health care facilities as well as in direct
dealings with BCBSF. We can differentiate ourselves, he says, by focusing on
the care people are receiving. And, Grantham adds, by understanding the
extent of our accountability.
"Our employees will play a key role in helping our members with their
medical experiences," Grantham says. " I t's not just paying for their claim. I n
the future, w e are going t o have t o b e a n integral part o f t h e experience and
have a relationship with the customer. The whole thing is about the cus
tomer relationship. Very key to that is changing the relationship that we
have with the providers - the physicians and the hospitals."
Our ability to manage relationships will determine the future, according
to Grantham.
" I f we can't manage the customer relationship, we won't have cus
tomers," explains Grantham. "All of us are medical patients ourselves. Think
about going through the experience of a medical event. What do you want
as a good outcome? What did you experience today vs. what you want to
experience in the future? That's the best way to explain what we want to be
in the future." ;;

Q U ESTIO N :

What i6 the moM tun
a6pect ot being
pre6ident and CCO?

Cascone: I have the most fun when I get to interact with
customers. I enjoy talking with employees and responding t<
I t's serious, but it's still fun. And hopefully it helps them mal
sions as they carry out their work. I also try to get around a1
customers whenever the opportunity presents itself. Someti1
take the opportunity to talk to me when I'm at church or jus
munity, and I enjoy that, too.

Q U ESTI O N :

Are you going to try to
be more vi6ible out in
the organization ?

Cascone: Yes. When the SLT relocated to the Deerwood
made a very specific commitment that all of us would be mo
organization. That means getting out more, not just t o talk t,
employees, but to be seen as wel l. One thing I 've done is to
effort to eat in the cafeteria every couple of weeks. One of t
era! members of the SLT did not locate on the 8th floor of B1
because of our commitment to be more visible out in the or!
want to get out to the field offices periodically - not on a n
basis but when my being there would be helpful and suppor1

Q U ESTI O N :

What three thing6 do
you want employee6
to be tocu6ed on
when they walk in
the building each
morning?

Cascone: We have to be focused on many priorities to b
However, if I had to narrow it down to three, I would like en
come in focused on customers, quality and cost - deliverin�
to the customer at a cost the customer is willing to pay. I thi
focused on that, most other things would fall into place.

Q U ES T I O N :

What three thing6
6hould employee6
tocu6 on when they
leave the building
each evening?

Cascone: I would prefer they focus on family, com mun it·
selves. I ' m not saying that overtime is never appropriate - ,
a crunch, everybody puts their shoulder to the wheel and w<
but I think we're only going to be successful if our employee
opportunity to have a complete life. ;;

W h a t t h re e t hi n gs s h o ul d empl oy e e s fo cus on w h en t h ey l e ave t h e b uil di n g e a c h eveni n g ?
I would preter they tocuo on tamily, community and themoelveo. I think we 're only going t o be wcceootul it
our empl.oyeeo have an opportunity to have a complete lib"e.
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Q U E ST I O N :

Q U ESTI O N :

Are employee& going
to &ee any change& in
Corporate Direction
now that you are
pre&ident and C£0?

How can employee&
be&t &upport
Corporate Direction
and help BCBSF
achieve it& &hort- and
long-term goal& ?

Q U ES T I O N : I What i& the great
challenge bacing
BCBSF today?

Q U ESTI O N :

How can BCBSF
dibberentiate it&elb in
the marketplace?

Cascone: As the company has developed its corporate direction and
strategies over the past several years, I have been a part of that work, and I
don't see any significant changes coming. Our environment is dynamic so
there may be some course corrections along the way, but no significant
changes. We also have to continue to improve our effectiveness and speed
in implementing our strategies.
Cascone: For us to be a high performing organization, we need to have
high-performing individuals. If every employee does their assignment to the
highest degree possible, it will all add up to an organization that is extremely

effective. Every employee has an opportunity to both contribute to the orga
nization and to achieve their personal goals and objectives. Employees should
ensure the work assignments they have complement their personal goals and
objectives. If the work fits the person, they can become a high performer.

Cascone: Our greatest challenge is the magnitude and rate of change we

have to deal with combined with the natural resistance people have to
change. Historically, we haven't had to change too much. The indemnity
insurance product lasted from the 1940s to the 1980s - a 40-year lifecycle.
don't think we have the luxury of that going forward.

Cascone: We can continue to differentiate ourselves by providing our

customers with a lot of choice through as broad a network as feasible and by
providing excellent service. As the scope of service is changing and expand
ing to include where the actual services under our products are received physician's office, hospitals and other health care facilities - we have to
take accountability for ensuring that excellent service is delivered across the
board. We also can continue to focus on quality of care issues. To do that,
we have to monitor, measure and evaluate the quality of care.

Q U E ST I O N :

How do we achieve
and manage that
type ob expanded
accountability?

Cascone: We manage it by the way we design the programs we use to
interact with providers. Virtual Office moves us in that direction by putting

in the provider's office the capability to have as much information as they
need to provide our customers with excellent service on the spot.

B U DDY G AZALE H .

S U P E RV I SO R , R E P O G RA P H I C S :
One o f the easiest ways to save the company money i s to utilize in

services, such as the printing department. Using our corporate print sh
could save a department approximately 30 percent on most printing nee

We provide quality work equal to or better than outside commercial comp
nies and better service. That's because we are dedicated to corporate ne ds,
unlike commercial companies which must allocate equal time to each ofjtts
numerous customers. Commercial shops are in business to make mon�f; in
house services are out to save money.

1

R I C HARD G O N ZALEZ,

PRO V I D E R CO NTRACT I N G R E P R E S E NTAT I V E , N ETWO R K M A N AGE�
D EV E L O P M E NT, S G B U

With budgets on
verybody's mind this fall
nd holding the line on
s important to
successfully
today's
arket .. what

_

With cost savings on everyone's mind, I recommend we work closely with
our providers and assist them in implementing programs that reduce medical

cost. Utilization reviews on high-cost providers may determine particular
procedures that are high in volume. It is here where we can work together
and discuss medical alternatives or flex certain operational procedures on
both ends, making the process more efficient and less costly.

S U SAN N O O R I G IA N .

M E M B E R E D U CATO R, C G B U - EAST:

While I can certainly appreciate the need, in certain circumstances, to
call on the expertise of consulting firms, I feel there would be a great value
in tapping the experience and knowledge of our own resources, our employ
ees. It costs the company a lot of money to hire an outside source, when
sometimes insiders might be able to provide great insight before decisions
are made, with a lot less expense involved.

D IA N E WAS H I N GTO N .

M A R K ET I N G A N A LYST, D I R ECT M A R K ET S :
M y recommendations t o reduce costs are:
• Reduce unnecessary layers of management, especially where managers
report to managers;
• Eliminate the number of independent agencies and replace them with
•

BCBSF employees;
Provide an on-site day care. This could help eliminate mothers calling in
sick when it's really their children that are ill and reduce the attendant

loss of productivity
• Consolidate all facilities to reduce expenses, i.e., maintenance; and
• Decrease the number of costly departmental moves. ;;
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€MPLOJffS P.Li\Y A K€Y ROLr i n our current and uuture 6ucceM. To achieve our corporate direction and i ncrea6e our
competitive Manding in the indu6try, we have to become a
highly eubective organization. Ca6cone believe<'> that "ib every
employee doeo their aMignment to the hLgheM degree poMi
ble, it will all add up to an organization that i6 extremely
ebuective. " E:mployeeo have an opportunity to both con 
tribute to the organization and to achieve per6onal growth.

The key to 6ucceM io tor employee<'> to en6ure the work
aMignment6 they have complemen t their pert,onal goa/6
and objective<'>. Ca6cone 6ay6, "lb the work bito the pert,on,
they can become a high perbormer. " However, oametimeo
peroanal growth cameo brom u nexpected direction<'>. "The
beot aMLgnment6 i n my career were oneo I initially reject
ed, " Myo Caocone.

work with every day... The employees at Blue Cross and Blue

Florida are a much different class of employees than you rur

places. We're very fortunate."

Looking at the industry, Cascone sees two different challE

One is the need to develop products that are "price-justified'

�

RECENTLY A REPORTER 1sKED THE CEO OF A MAJOR COMPETITOR if he was concerned about proposed

WHAT P lfBUC POUCY
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tlC
1s ded'1cate d to
providing our customers with
affordable solutions to their
health care needs. One way
we achieve that goal is to
promote pro-managed care
legislation, and to actively
oppose regulations and
legislation that would raise
costs and reduce access to
health care.
t 1 v es
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federal legislation that could negatively impact managed care plans.

"Whatever Congress passes," the CEO replied, "we'll comply with and pass

the costs along to our customers. "

That viewpoint i s definitely not shared b y Blue Cross and Blue Shield of

Florida and our Public Policy Workgroup. The workgroup is the focal point of

a complex and sophisticated effort to influence federal and state legislators
and regulators, as well as public opinion, on behalf of our customers' best
interests.

As Public Policy Vice President Melissa Rehfus explains it, BCBSF is dedi

cated to providing our customers with affordable solutions to their health

care needs. One way we achieve that goal is to promote pro-managed care
legislation, and to actively oppose regulations and legislation that would
raise costs and reduce access to health care.

"In Florida, we represent millions of customers," says Rehfus. "We believe

part of our responsibility to those customers is to make sure that public poli

To gain insight into how
the president and CEO
feels about 1he company
and its mission, we asked
hi1n to picture BCBSF as a
ship and provide us with
its name and destination.
' I would call us the
SS Peace of Mind and say
our destination should be
the minds and hearts of
our customers. ''

tamer. "Health care costs have continued to increase. Our pr
continued to increase in price. There is a limit, and I don't tr

tamer is willing to continue to pay increasingly more every 7
industry has to come up with a way of providing a product tt

as price-justified, and I think that's going to be tough," says (

The second most challenging issue for our industry in the

CEO is image. "There are some people or organizations who ,

major problems for customers. They're getting the attention

and legislators, and they're getting all of the play in the pub!

image of the industry is being dictated by a few poor exampl
has to effectively deal with that."

Hand-in-hand with that is how the general public reacts t

labels we use to describe our products. Cascone says, "We'vE
'managed care' and 'gatekeeper' - which have very negative

the general public - to try to communicate value and quality

never get the general public to accept the positive things we
negatively perceived labels. "

Opponents of managed care have been very effective "sp

communicating their activities - like the so-called Patient Pr

which has very little to do with protecting the patient - in tE

public support. Cascone cautions, 'We don't want to be dece
people, but we have to be more careful as an industry in hO\

things to ensure we communicate positive messages to the c

don't think our industry has a history of being able to do tha
Image and public perception factor into BCBSF's and the i

term success. To gain insight into how the president and CEC
company and its mission, we asked him to picture BCBSF as ,

vide us with its name and destination. In a thoughtful and hE

zation: "I would call us the SS Peace ou Mind and say our de

response, he captured his commitment to being a customer-I

be the minds and hearts of our customers. " II

cy related to their health care needs does no harm, and actually improves

their situation."

per s pe c 1 1 v es

''The magnitude and rate of change
combined with the natural resistance
people have to change is the greatest
challenge BCBSF faces today."

()

n ge s

1

people have to change is the greatest chal lenge BCBSF faces today, " acknowl
edges the CEO. As an industry, we've been very fortunate: We haven't had to
change too much; the indemnity insurance product had a 40-year life cycle.
"We've been spoiled, and I don't think we have the luxury of that going for
ward. We have to build the processes and the capabilities that wi ll enable us

6 try,

to rapidly develop new products - products that will have a shorter life cycle."

ibber-

And we have to continue to differentiate ourselves in the marketplace.

1d. One
op

"We can do that by continually trying to have as broad a network as feasible

ori ce-

for our customers, which allows them more choice, and by focusing on the

6-

quality of care people are getting, " Cascone says. To do that, the company is

COM6

Additional ly, as the scope of service expands, our managed care strategy
receive excellent service not only in dealing directly with BCBSF, but also in

think

the physician's office, the hospital and other health care facilities.

i ng to

To manage that expanded accountability, Cascone says, we' l l have to con

rea6-

tinue to improve our external focus. "We have to design the programs we

ar. So
come

use to i nteract with providers i n a way that will help them serve our cus

·ovid-

tomers," he says. "Programs like Virtual Office give providers the capability

16-

to have as much information as they need to provide excel lent service to our

-ju6ti

customers, right on the spot. Virtual Office extends the walls of our company

l t '6

out into the provider setting. "

�ay6
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Our ettort6 to

Employees play a key role in our current and future success. To achieve

· ch a i 

our corporate direction and increase our competitive standing in the i ndus

r

try, we have to become a h ighly effective organization. Cascone believes that

d ot

"if every employee does their assignment to the highest degree possible, it

e.

will all add up to an organi zation that is extremely effective . " Employees

,ple o r

have an opportunity to both contribute to the organization and to achieve

tre

I

pleased HMO rn

moves us toward taking greater accountability for ensuring that customers

1ere i6

I

I

posed fed�ral legislation. A1 opting BCBSF's position, tp e edi torial also included an anecdote from! a

developing ways to monitor, measure and evaluate the quality of care.

tct6

I

I

tt

themoelveo in

allowed doctors to join any managed care physicians
fforts

associations, Congre s and the Health Care
Financing Administration (HCFA) on behalf of

ed rules
for the new Medicare+Choice program. The
make it impossible to control q'aality 01 1ea1::1rn cos!s

BEA was designed to increase choices for Medicare

by ensuring network doctors the patient volume that

beneficiari�..s' and add valueto

a

ffer our members reduced rates. In

gram. I f �t refined, the result would be the oppo-

1996, BCBSF again kept an any-wi m -

site - fe er choices and less value. The law and

posal from being placed before Florida's voters as a

proposed ru es c

nfusing bdllot initiative.
��c.e.d..Qur customers and other

cessary micro-

management of health plans, resulting in substantially i ncreased out_:- of-pocket costs for beneficia-

personal growth. The key to success is for employees to ensure the work

lem6
're get 

assignments they have complement their personal goals and obj ectives.

� regu

Cascone says, "If the work fits the person, they can become a h igh per

r6,

former. " However, sometimes personal growth comes from unexpected

a l l ot

directions. "The best assignments in my career were ones I initially rejected, "

ic a re

calls from listeners wanting more information so
they could write to their state legislators.

pLe6.

When asked about - with the exception of being named president and CEO

already has an external review panel for solving

A letter-writing campaign orchestrated by
BCBS'F-thi ear about onerous federal pro
posals resulted in u., ·�wu--"rc Connie Mack and

ebtec

- his most memorable experiences, Cascone quickly replies, "The best thing

HMO member grievances which is a model for other

Bob Graham receiving a combined tota o

in my career is the opportunity I 've had to work with the people I get to

states. This year, a Florida Time6-Union editorial in

says Cascone.

Hhe

Along the course of his career, Cascone experienced many notable stops.

cta ted

r. "

s
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1 , 000 letters from concerned BCBSF customers.�

st ("Do i t right") spoke out against similar proW i n ter

·
· I
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BCBSF'6 public policy
initiative6 begin with the
�
@
uour divi6ion6 OU Public
AMain Group, which identiuy
health care reuorm iMue6
that de6erve attention. The
divi6ion6 are Public Policy;
Governmental and
Legi6lative Relation6;
Public Relation6 & Corporate
Communication6; and
Adverti6ing and Market
Communicati.on6.

&

Public policy i66Ue6
identibied by the6e

reviewed by the
Public Policy

divi6iOn6 are then

s

compri6e6 13 Mabb
member& brom
throughout the
company.
Workgroup, which

conduct6 exten&ive
re&earch on priority
iMUe6, U6ing 60UTCe&
&uch a6 academic
literature, material6
developed by trade
aMociation6 and
intere&t group6, and
the practice6 and
experience6 ob other
companie6.

The Public Policy Mall

s
e

Workgroup adopt6 a
po6ition, the Public
AMair6 team& work with
many bu6ineM unit6
throughout BCBSF in
order to develop and
coordinate compelling
meMage6 (backed by
bact6) that will gain
under.Handing and
&upport bor our po&ition.
Once the Public Polley

BCBSF's public policy initiatives begin with the four divisions of Public

Affairs Group, which identify health care reform issues that deserve atten

O C U S on .

. 1--!·.... .

�

�

o---o

aged care is under attack from state, federal and regulatory

well as public opinion; providers and physicians want higher
tomers want to pay less; and employee recruitment and retE

Public policy issues identified by these divisions are then reviewed by the

millions of customers .
We believe part of our
responsibility to those
customers is to make sure
that public policy related
to their health
care needs does no harm
and actually improves
thefr situation. "
- M.EUSSA. REHFlfS
VICE P RESIDENT, PUBLIC POLICY

health care reform debate, developed BCBSF's approach to health care

reform. The initial workgroup included CEO William Flaherty and other

senior executives. ''That work set the company's principles for health care

reform which guide the positions we take on all health care issues," said

Rehfus, a member of the original group and leader of the workgroup today.

The workgroup meets at least eight times a year to set issue priorities, for

mulate BCBSF's public policies and initiatives, and communicate those poli

cies to their own departments and the company's senior leadership.

These policy positions are neither developed nor followed in a vacuum.

The Public Policy staff conducts extensive research on priority issues, using
sources such as academic literature, materials developed by trade associa

tions and interest groups, and the practices and experiences of other compa
nies. One of their most important resources is BCBSF's business expertise,

gained from staff around the company. "Our charge is to apply the compa

ny's business knowledge to key health-care issues," says Pamela Martin,

director, Public Policy. We work with people around the company to ensure

BCBSF provides comprehensive analysis and realistic solutions to health-care

system problems." Company staff often have connections with others in the

industry and serve as expert spokespersons for BCBSF's positions. For exam
ple, workgroup member Randy Kammer, vice president, Regulatory Affairs,
represents BCBSF on committees with several trade associations: the Blue

Cross and Blue Shield Association; the American Association of Health Plans,

which represents managed care plans; and the American Council of Life

16
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but not necessarily an enviable one. Consider the market pn

Communications.

the company. The workgroup, formed in 1993 at the height of the national

□

i:-r'--*.?�t*
{'/

V,..:.

BEING PRESIDENT AND jEO OF A MULTI-BILLION DOLLAR HEALTH CARE COMPANY is a

Public Relations fi Corporate Communications; and Advertising and Market

�� In Florida, we represent

---�

� 7'

tion. The divisions are Public Policy; Governmental and Legislative Relations;

Public Policy Workgroup, which comprises 13 staff members from throughout

• •

challenging than ever in an economy with the lowest unemp

When pressed for the
company's top three
priorities ., Mike C ascone
says that if all
employees focus on
"customers ., quality and
cost - that is , delivering
quality service to the
customer at a cost the
cu stomer is willing to pay
- most other things will
fall into place . '

years. Imagine you're the newly appointed CEO. Now quick!
top priority for the company?

According to Mike Cascone, president and CEO of Blue Cr

top priority. To compete in today's highly dynamic marketpl,

Shield of Florida, it's tough to pick any one thing and call it 1

successfully manage multiple priorities. When pressed for tt

however, he says that if all employees focus on "customers,

- that is, delivering quality service to the customer at a cost
willing to pay - most other things will fall into place."

Our new CEO speaks from more than 30 years of experie1

including marketing, communications, legal and legislative a

tion systems, private business operations, government prog1
maintenance organizations, and finance among others. This

given him a multi-dimensional perspective of the company,
what it takes to win in the marketplace.

Having been part of developing BCBSF's corporate direct

gies over the past several years, Cascone says he doesn't "st

cant changes coming. But. that's not to say we won't see soi

rections along the way." Cascone believes our current direc·
gies are sound, and "if we have improvements to make, it's .

ability to execute rather than find a strategy that's appropri

works." The changes Cascone seeks impact the effectivenes�

our implementation.

'The magnitude and rate of change combined with the nat
C O N T/ N U

p e r sp e c
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In a climate where moviegoers cheer
actress Helen Hunt's vilification of
HMOs in ''As Good As It Gets," and
anti-managed care legislation is a hot
topic in Washington and Tallahassee�
p ublic policy initiatives are crucial

o l vem en t
Ao one ot 7, 3 0 0 BCBSF employeeo. you and
your co-workero can have a major impact on
health care retorm developmento in
Tallahaooee and Waohington.
"Ao an employee ot a health care company.
you have a otake in keeping the health care
market viable and in keeping private market
competition alive. " explaino LioaYork, manag
er, Conotituent Relationo. "And you are aloo a
cuotomer and purchaoer ot health care. o0 you
have an intereot in keeping it attordable and
high quality. "
Ao a reoult. communicating your viewo to
your otate and tederal legiolatoro can be eope
cially ettective.
To make it eaoy to do oo, oometime early
next year BCBSF will eotablioh a public-intlu
encing Web oite that will enable you to quickly
e-mail your legiolatoro. The oite will teature
iooueo ot importance to BCBSF and ito employ
eeo, and "talking pointo" - ouggeotiono tor
pointo to make about theoe iooueo. When you
plug in your addreoo and ZIP code, you will
automatically be linked to the email addreooeo
ot your otate or tederal repreoentativeo.
While the talking pointo might help. it io
important to expreoo your thoughto in your
own wordo. "We debinitely want our employeeo
and cuotomero to write their meooageo in their
own wordo, " wyo Suoan Towler, director, Public
Relationo. 'That'o the moot compelling way to
ohare your pooitive health care experienceo. "
So look tor the new Web oite oection next
year. And pleaoe write.

both for our satisfied managed care
customers and the company itself.

Insurers. I n these roles, she helps consolidate industry-wide positions and

represents these positions, for example, before the National Association of
Insurance Commissioners.

Another workgroup member, Vice President and BCBSF Chief Medical

Officer Dr. Dan Lestage, is a Florida delegate to the American Medical

Association and serves on a number of key committees at the state and
national level for medical issues.

Once the Public Policy Workgroup adopts a position, the Public Affairs

teams work with many business units throughout BCBSF in order to develop

and coordinate compelling messages (backed by facts) that will gain under

standing and support for our position. The audiences for these messages

range from the general public to state and federal lawmakers. The messages

also take many forms: advertising, including print. radio and TV spots; news

paper editorial board visits and responses to questions from the media;
direct contact with customers; and direct contacts with legislators in

Tallahassee and Washington by the Governmental G Legislative Relations

(GLR) staff. Steven Smith and Jeff Wollitz of the GLR staff also takes advan

tage of BCBSF staff expertise to carry our customers' messages. "Legislators

appreciate hearing from knowledgeable people about issues that concern

them, " says Jeff Wollitz, GLR director. "BCBSF staff can have a very positive

impact on policymakers." Lestage recently testified before the Senate
Finance Committee of Congress to urge improvements to the

Medicare+Choice program for ensuring quality of care for beneficiaries.

Fellow workgroup member Judy Discenza, vice president and chief actuary,
recently met with members of the Florida congressional delegation in
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Membero ot the
workgroup and the
a reao they repreoent:

JACK BRADLEY
JOE CANNON
JUDY DISCENZA
MIKE HIGHTOWER

CARL HOMER
RANDY KAMMER
DAN LESTAGE, M.D.
PAMEIA MARTIN

Marketi ng
Human Reoourceo
Actuarial
Governmental & Legiolative
Relaliono (GLR)
Corporate Planning
Legal & Regulatory Auuairo
Health Care Serviceo
Public Policy

PATRICK MCCABE
MELISSA REHFUS
CHARLES SCOTT
STEVEN SMITH
BROOKS STONE
SUSAN TOWLER
JEFF WOLLITZ

PR & Corporate Communicationo
Public Poli cy
Marketi ng
GLR
Health Care Serviceo
PR & Corporate Communicationo
GLR

i�
h
t
s
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Washington t o explain key aspects o f our position o n various federal pro

W H AT I S A

P u l i c Pol i cy
f

?

ssu e .

Broadly opeaking. an iooue io a gap between
what oomeone expecto uo to do. and what
we actually do. When reoolving an iooUe
moveo into the legiolative or regulatory
arena. it io a public policy iooue. There are
many iooueo currently between cuotomero
and the managed care induotry. which
BCBSF believeo are beot reo0lved through
product and proceoo improvemento that
reopond to our cuotomero · needo. Reoolving
iooueo through legiolative mandateo or com
plex. adminiotratively cootly ruleo hampero
our ability to innovate tor our cuotomero by
locking uo into how we do thingo today.

posals, especially our concerns about the impact on the cost of health care

coverage for our customers.

Some of the most innovative ways of delivering BCBSF's messages have

been produced by the Public Relations iJ Corporate Communications divi

sion's grassroots program, which was spawned in response to the Clinton

Administration's 1994 health care reform proposals. "We felt that, as a com

pany, we could only influence so much," says Susan Towler, director, Public

Relations. 'Would our customers, who would really be impacted by this

It employeeo tocuti
on cutitomerc'i.
q u a l i ty and cotit,
ti u cceM wil l tallow

legislation, be interested in speaking out about this if we could give them

the opportunity?"

The answer has been a resounding yes. In the past the campaign has

arranged for our customers to speak, either over the phone or face-to-face,

with their state legislators. This year the primary focus has been on a letter

writing campaign, says Lisa York. manager, Constituent Relations. Customers

,lf

are systematically called to gauge their satisfaction with their coverage and

their wil lingness to write to their state and federal lawmakers. Those who

are amenable receive a fol low-up packet of information that is helpful in
"Our early numbers indicate 30 percent of the people we contacted

responded with a letter to their legislators," says York. "That's very, very

wi t h M I KE CASCONE
Wh a t 6hould
employeec'i tocuti
on wh en we
lea ve work ?

"No negative HMO legislation was passed in Tallahassee this year," says

Mike Hightower. vice president. GLR. "For the most part, issues we promoted
passed and issues we opposed did not. The grassroots efforts to let our cus

tomers speak to their representatives about important coverage issues has

played a significant role in this success. At both the state and federal level.

our company's grassroots work with customers has had a positive impact on
getting key messages heard."

The letters also have proved to be a mother lode of positive HMO experi

ences. In an effort to counter the anti-HMO anecdotes, BCBSF has turned
per

spec

r,ves
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many of these stories of satisfied health consumers into our "HMO Success
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good - both in terms of the response and the impact."
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8
ENGES �ACING THE HEALTH
I CARE INDUSTRY TODAY

- USA. YORK
MANAGER, CONSTI TUENT RELATIONS

BCBSF supports health care reforms that:
• strongly promote efficiency in health care financing and delivery;

state and federal regulation our company's success depends
on the decisions employees make
each day. In a world where all things

remain the same, knowing how to do our
jobs - information - will suffice. However, in

a world of change, we need to understand why we do
�--- ... .. . . . _.the things we do and how our roles contribute to the perfor
mance of the company, how they affect the customer. how they affect the work
of our colleagues - and that requires perspective.
To determine how to best provide that, the Public Relations Corporate
Communications Division researched what's effective communication and what
isn't. We've learned that we can enhance organizational effectiveness by commu
1
nicating in ways that are more open, insightful, accessible and interactive. Our
new programming speaks exactly to those issues. As we came into 1998, we intro
duced "A Closer Look" video program to provide a more indepth look at important
issues, such as Virtual Office, and facilitate discussion about them. In November,
we launched our Blue Views Intranet site, and we introduced Quick Connection6,
fil led with brief items of interest and published every other Friday. Penpective6 is
a quarterly publication that examines important corporate issues from the view
point of customers, employees and the corporation.
This issue features a story on our new president and CEO, Mike Cascone, as
wel l as a OoA with him. A companion article to that examines the importance of
Corporate Direction and of making certain our work supports the strategy it sets

a

forth. Finally, an article on how we develop public policy provides meaningful
insight as to how much we actually do consider the customer in our decision mak
ing. Also in this issue is a column that features employees with ideas to share on
important topics - for instance, the current subject is ways we can save money.
Earlier this column mentions that our new programming should share informa
tion in a way that is more interactive - and you're probably wondering how that
can occur in a print publication. Keep in mind that Per6pective6 is only part of the
overal l communications program we call "Blue Views" and that we have expanded
and improved ways for you to give us your feedback. You can tel l us what's on
your mind by voice at (904) 905-3047 or email (Blue Views) or fax (904) 905-6638.
Or, if you prefer, you can send us your letter to the editor (fax, email or inter
office mail - DCC 3-4).
We thank you for all the input you've given us regarding communications at
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida. We hope you enjoy this issue of
Per6pective6 and find it helpful. ;;

w,or '""

W�a lft h C a r e
K e o rm
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- increasing competition,
growing cynicism of man
aged care, and increasing

s

' As an employee of a health care
company, you have a stake in keeping
the health care market viable and in
keeping private market competition
alive. And you are also a customer and
purchaser of health care, so you have
an interest in keeping it affordable and
high quality. "

1 n a world o f

s �c�l�u�: � 1 d
wh y we d o the th i n gs we
do a n d ho\\' our roles
contri b ute t o the
p e r fonnance of the
c01 n pany. how they a ffect
t he c usto1ncr. how t hev
a ffect the work o f o u r
colleagu es - a n d tha t
re q uires persp ect i ve.

• enhance competition based on value (where value is the result of cost
and quality);
• promote access to affordable, quality care for all Americans;
• facilitate and reward personal responsibility for health care;
• minimize government involvement in managing the system and
emphasize responsible expenditure of public funds;
• promote continuous quality improvement in health care;
• improve health status of the population;
• be parsimonious - that is, represent the simplest solution to problems
and avoid adding unnecessary complexity to the system;
• do no harm - all proposals should be evaluated critical ly for potential
unintended consequences that could exacerbate the problems more
than solve them.

Story of the Week." Press releases detailing these stories are distributed to

both legislators and news outlets, which have run stories about the cam

paign and the success stories themselves.

In a climate where moviegoers cheer actress Helen Hunt's vilification of

HMOs in "As Good As It Gets," and anti-managed care legislation is a hot

topic in Washington and Tal lahassee, such public policy initiatives are cru

cial - both for our satisfied managed care customers and the company itself.
Our public policy influencing activities are part of BCBSF's overall efforts

to provide affordable, quality coverage to Floridians - efforts that take sev

eral forms. First, we're constantly striving to develop innovative new prod
ucts and programs and improve our own internal processes in order to

improve quality of care and help hold down costs. Second, we fight for our

customers' interests in the public policy arena, seeking to maintain a broad
choice of types of health plans, at a range of affordable prices and with

varying levels of quality management. And third, we support community

events that promote healthy lifestyles and greater personal responsibility

for our own health. All three approaches - developing innovative products,

programs and processes; influencing public policy; and community involve

ment - contribute to our customers' ability to obtain affordable, quality
health care coverage. ;;
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develop innovative new
product6 and program<'> and
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We iight bor our CU6tomer6 '
intere6t6 in the public
policy arena, 6eekins to
maintain a broad choice ob
type6 ob health plan6. a t a
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We 6upport com munity
event<'> that promote
healthy Libe6tyle6 and
sreater per6onal
re6pon6 ibilily bor our
own health.
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With everythin9 you andyour employees have to wor,:
you didn't have to worry about health care, too? Get a p:
peace

ef mind today. Call Blue Cross and Blue Shield ef Florida a""

766-3737
. bcbsfl. com
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BlueCross BlueShield
of Florida
An Independent Licensee of the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association

